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1. Introduction
The success of branch-and-cut algorithms for combinatorial optimization problems [Hoffman and
Padberg 1985, Padberg and Rinaldi 1989] and large scale 0-1 linear programming problems
[Crowder, Johnson, and Padberg, 1983] has lead to a renewed interest in mixed integer programming.
The key idea of the branch-and-cut approach is reformulation. Problems are reformulated so as to
make the difference in the objective function values between the solutions to the linear programming
relaxation and the integer program as small as possible.

There are various ways to tighten the linear programming relaxation of an integer program. Prepro
cessing techniques [Hoffman and Padberg, 1991] try, among others things, to reduce the size of
coefficients in the constraint matrix and to reduce the size ofbounds on the variables. Constraint gen
eration techniques [Crowder, Johnson and Padberg, 1983, Van Roy and Wolsey, 1986] try to gen
erate strong valid inequalities.

Reformulation techniques should make the best possible use of the problem structure. It is
beneficial to distinguish two modes of operation. General reformulation techniques, which are
embedded in mixed integer programming systems such as ABC_OPT [Hoffman and Padberg 1989],
MINTO [Savelsbergh, Sigismondi and Nemhauser 1991], MPSARX [Van Roy and Wolsey 1986],
and OSL [IBM Corporation, 1990] try to identify problem structure based on an analysis of the con
straint matrix. Problem specific reformulation techniques are based on an a priori investigation of the
polyhedron associated with the set of feasible solutions.

The first step in the analysis of the constraint matrix is the classification of each constraint. The set
of constraints is partitioned into a number of general types. The partition should be based on the
specific structures that a system uses for its preprocessing, constraint generation, and branching stra
tegies. As a result, there is no consensus on terminology and classification scheme. Generalized
upper bound constraints, for instance, are defined as L. --Xj=1 in Nemhauser and Wolsey [1988] and

JeY·
as L. --XjSl in Wolsey [1990]
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In this note, we define a classification scheme that is used in our system MINTO [Savelsbergh, Sig
ismondi and Nemhauser 1991]. Its purpose is to identify important classes to be used in preprocess
ing, constraint generation, branching, etc. We propose it as a general scheme to be evaluated,
modified and then, hopefully, adopted, by the mixed integer programming community.

2. Constraint classification
A general mixed integer programming problem is ofthe form

max I:. BCjXj +I:. /CjXj +I:. c CjXj
JE JE '}E

subjeetto

I:. BaijXj +I:. /aijXj +I:. caijXj - biJE '}E '}E

O:S;Xj:S; 1
lxj :s; Xj :s; Uxj

xjeZ

xjeR

where B is the set of binary variables, I is the set of integer variables, C is the set of continuous vari
ables, the sense - of a constraint can be :s;,~, or =, and the lower and upper bounds may be plus or
minus infinity. See Nemhauser and Wolsey [1988] for a general treatment ofthe subject

To classify constraints, we first distinguish binary variables from integer and continuous ones.
Note that this is different from a variable classification that surely would separate integer and con
tinuous variables if for no other reason than the need to do so in branching. However, we have not yet
found a significant use of constraints that distinguish between integer and continuous variables, e.g.,
we do not use Gomory mixed integer cuts. We use the symbol Y to indicate integer and continuous
variables and x to indicate binary variables. Each constraint class will be an equivalence class with
respect to complementing binary variables, i.e., if a constraint with term ajxj is in a given class then
the constraint with ajxj replaced by aj(l-xj) is also in the class. Consequently, the most general con
straint that can appear in amixed integer programming formulation can be represented as follows

I:. BajXj+I:. /vCajYj -b,
'}E '}E

whereaj for jeB and bare positive, and aj forJeluC are nonzero.
Furthermore, we distinguish variable bounds from simple bounds. In a constraint with a variable

bound, there is a distinct binary variable that bounds all others if it is set to either 0 or 1. The most
general constraint with a variable bound can be represented as follows

I:. BajXj+L· /vCajYj -atxt,'}E '}E

where aj for jeB, aj for JeluC, and at are all positive. Whenever we consider a constraint with a
variable bound, we will assume that the distinct binary variable appears in the right-hand-side of the
constraint and all other variables appear in the left-hand-side ofthe constraint.

The language we propose to define constraint classes uses six fields. The first field describes the
type ofvariables that occur in the constraint. The second field specifies the number ofvariables in the
constraint. The third field characterizes the coefficients of the variables in the constraint. The fourth
field describes the type of bound. The fifth field specifies the sense of the bound. The sixth field
characterizes the value ofthe bound.
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The classification language consists of a set of rules that define allowable structures. Each rule
defines a nontenninal symbol (classification or field) in tenns ofother nontenninal symbols and ter
minal symbols (values of fields, or 'tokens '); the symbol v is used to represent an exclusive or. Each
nontenninal symbol is enclosed in angular brackets. Each token is followed by a comment on its
interpretation between square brackets. The token 0 indicates the empty symbol; it is used to indicate
a default value, which is usually either the simplest or the most appropriate value.

Each constraint class under consideration is defined by a number of tokens, some of which may be
equal to o. Fornotational convenience, the tokens are represented as follows

<field 1>~~~~<field 4><field 5><fWd 6>

The partitioning of the set of constraints into a number of classes, as done by mixed integer pro
gramming systems, is in fact nothing more than the identification of interesting special cases.

<classification> ::=

<type ofvariables>
<numberofvariabres>
<coefficients ofvariables>
<type ofbound>
<sense ofbound>
<value ofbound>

2.1. Type ofvariables
The first field specifies the type of variables that appear in the left-hand-side of the constraint, Le.,
whether there are both binary and non-binary variables, just binary variables, or just non-binary vari
ables.

<type ofvariables> ::= 0 v BIN v MIX

o

BIN
MIX

[no binary variables]
[all binary variables]
[both binary and non-binary variables]

2.2. Number ofvariables
The second field specifies the number of variables that appear in the left-band-side of the constraint,
Le., whether there is only a single variable or whether there is more than one variable. Note that in the
case of a left-hand-side with both binary and non-binary variables there can never be a single vari
able.

<number ofvariables> ::= 0 vi

o

1
[an arbitrary number ofvariables]
(a single variable]
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2.3. Coefficients ofvariables
The third field specifies the coefficients of the variables that appear in the left-hand-side of the con
straint, i.e., whether they all have coefficient c or whether they have arbitrary coefficients.

<coefficients ofvariables> ::= 0 v c

o [arbitrary coefficients]

c [all coefficients equal to c]

2.4. Type ofbound
The fourth field specifies the type of bound. TIle type of bound can be either simple or variable. In
constraints with a variable bound all variables in the left-band-side have positive coefficients and
there is a single binary variable with a positive coefficient in the right-hand-side.

<type ofbound> ::= 0 v VAR

o [simple bound]

VAR [variable bound]

2.5. Sense ofbound
The fifth field specifies the sense ofbound. The sense ofbound is determined by the sense ofthe con
straint, which can be either S:, =, or~.

<sense ofbound> ::= VB v EQ v LB

VB [upper bound]
EQ [equal bound]
LB [lower bound]

2.6. Value ofbound
The sixth field specifies the value of the bound, i.e., whether it is equal to a specific value c or whether
it can be an arbitrary value.

<value ofbound> ::= 0 v c

o [arbitrary bound]

c [bound equal to c]

The language presented above defines a hierarchical structure of constraint classes. Figure 1 expli
citly shows this hierarchical structure for the constraints with sense S:. We now define for each con
straint a unique constraint class by assigning it to the smallest class in the hierarchical structure that
contains it. Table 1 illustrates the classification scheme by presenting classes for several types of
constraints encountered in the literature.
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Figure 1. Hierarchical structure of less-than-or-equal constraints.

Oassification Inequality Name

BIN1EQl LjEBxj=1 generalized upper bound

BIN1UB 1 L· BX/~1 special ordered set
JE

BIN1UB L. BXj$k (k*l) invariant knapsack
JE

BIN 1VARUB L· BXj~IcXIc plant-location
JE

BIN1VARLB L· BXi~·alcxlc reverse plant-location
JE

BINUB L· Bajxj~/c knapsack

IVARUB
JE

ajYj~lcxlc variable upper bound
IVARLB ajYi~·alcxlc variable lower bound
lUB ajYj~1c simple upper bound
lLB ajYj~1c simple lower bound

Table 1. Examples of classifications.
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